Exploration of teaching reform of network security experiment course under the background of emerging engineering education
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Abstract. Given the practical needs of network security professionals against the background of emerging engineering and guided by principles of cultivating stronger innovation ability and frontier problem-solving ability, this paper, a case study of a network security experiment course, proposes to build an open training platform with multidisciplinary cooperation and multi-party participation in order to provide solutions to existing problems. It attempts to enhance school-enterprise cooperation and jointly determine the complex engineering problems of network security. Following the pattern of the post-role competency, typical engineering problems, and hierarchical experimental projects, this paper explores the teaching reform of a network security experiment course by realizing individualized and differentiated evaluation of the course's teaching effectiveness.

1 Introduction

It is crucial to develop high-quality, compound emerging engineering talents in the new environment and circumstances who are in line with the development of national strategic emerging technologies, who can handle the demands of building new infrastructure and developing interdisciplinary collaborative innovations, and who possess both cutting-edge theoretical knowledge and comprehensive application ability[1][2]. There is an urgent need for the assistance of diverse and excellent engineering and technology specialists during this crucial time of new scientific and technological revolution and industrial change, particularly since China's new economy is developing quickly[3].

Students majoring in network security are required to meet new standards based on the evolving engineering background[4]. Electronic information technology, the digital economy, and network security all require a lot of technical abilities to develop[5]. As a result, this paper investigates and establishes a teaching reform model of student immersive participation, scientific research innovation challenge, and whole-process project progression, followed by thorough application in the network security experiment course, based on the practical needs of network security professionals in the context of emerging
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engineering and guided by the goal of cultivating stronger innovation ability and frontier problem-solving ability.

2 Analysis the teaching of experiment course

The network security experiment course aims to enable students of information security majors to apply knowledge from multiple courses to solve practical network security problems after taking elementary theoretical courses in computer network, operating system, program design, cryptography, information security architecture, and OSI network protocol analysis. It is a course that thoroughly combines theory and practice in the information security major's training program and curriculum structure.

This course covers the full process of security data collection, data preparation, data analysis, and solution creation, which includes numerous abstract ideas, models, and algorithms [6]. As a core engineering practice course for junior students majoring in information security, it plays an important transitional role. On the one hand, it focuses on developing students' abilities to solve difficult engineering issues based on basic theoretical knowledge. On the other hand, it lays the foundation for a comprehensive practice course and graduation design that come in the fourth year [7] [8]. Consequently, the current network security experiment course must be improved in the following three ways.

1) Cross-integration of teaching contents and the construction of an engineering scenario experiential teaching and students’ independent participation

Emerging engineering focuses on developing the ability to address complex engineering challenges. However, in the real world of teaching, teachers lack practical expertise in project technology development and operation management. Because of this, only a small part of the engineering scenario can be found in the open modules of the enterprises, and the majority of the projects are out of date and lack critical technical modules [9]. As a result, teachers have difficulty keeping up with the times in terms of project design and updating, as well as accurately understanding and grasping the new characteristics of complicated engineering challenges, causing them to lose touch with reality.

2) Experiential teaching and students’ independent participation

At the moment, teachers continue to use traditional classroom teaching methods rather than student-centered research-based teaching approaches [10]. There are several issues: the classroom environment is dull and boring; the teaching effect is polarized; a small number of active students can fully understand the network security framework through independent learning; most students only aim to pass course exams; and they complete experiments solely on the basis of experimental instruction without taking the initiative to think critically and creatively.

3) Objective and diversified teaching evaluation and overall feedback of students’ ability

Curriculum assessment continues to rely on conventional evaluation methods. There is no professional method for evaluating the effectiveness of educational courses. Particularly lacking in teaching effectiveness evaluation is a breakdown of the students' ability index into its component parts [11].

3 Exploration of teaching reform

As for network security experiment course reform in the context of emerging engineering, efforts should focus on optimizing and improving teaching contents and methodologies, as well as completing process assessment methods.
3.1 Design of course teaching contents

We can address difficult network security engineering problems by collaborating with schools and businesses. First, it should conform to the development of cutting-edge technology, consider talent demands for the development of strategic emerging industries, and emphasize that graduates can effectively meet the requirements for the development of emerging industries in terms of both theoretical knowledge and engineering skills. As a result, reform should focus on professional curriculum systems to build an open training platform with multidisciplinary collaboration and joint participation as well as encourage school-enterprise collaboration to jointly determine the complicated engineering problems of network security.

The course's top-level design should emphasize practical network security engineering scenarios, incorporate the post-role and competency model, and create hierarchical elementary, intermediate, and advanced-level engineering challenges by setting professional scenarios by varying levels. In addition, the experiment must be paired with corresponding fundamental training units, comprehensive analysis projects, challenging research projects, and competitions in order to form the project chain course mode of fundamental experiment mainline, node-based innovation experiment, and project-based innovation experiment. Using the function of an information security management engineer as an example to design the course content, as illustrated in Figure 1.

![Fig. 1. A case of network security experiment design.](https://doi.org/10.1051/shsconf/202316601038)

In the network security experiment course, teachers construct a library of innovative projects. Cooperative businesses and frontline educators determine the innovation content of complex network security engineering problems jointly. The project environment should progress from simple to complex. Projects must have a clear sequential association, along with stated research objectives and technical evaluation indicators. The source of the project is closely related to the enterprise innovation practice. Project practice can be directly applied to scientific research or competitions, such as the Challenge Cup, the national college student information security challenge, and the college student computing competition, among others.

3.2 Course teaching reform

Implement the above-mentioned designed teaching content and further optimize teaching methods. This paper proposes combining the content of experiments, applying simulation technology, and developing an online simulation experiment platform to manage students' practice processes dynamically [12-13].
1) Teachers employ cloud desktop technology to manage experimental equipment resources in a centralized manner, allowing students to complete the experiment procedure independently.

2) To effectively accomplish the flipped classroom effect, teachers track and record students' experimental data. Meanwhile, during the experiment, teachers and students can communicate in real time.

3) The simulation experiment platform based on the B/S framework allows students to perform experiments while professors dynamically monitor the process, breaking the constraint of time and space for teaching and learning.

4) To increase the teaching effect of the network security experiment course, each group of students can record and share videos of their experiment findings with their peers. Students have been tremendously motivated to participate in online classes as a result of such contact. Several groups have created videos to share with the class. Students can truly become devoted and thrilled about pursuing solutions in this manner. It has played a vital role in education and has boosted students' information absorption rates.

### 3.3 Improvement of teaching assessment

Regarding course evaluation, we have highlighted student-centered evaluation methods that are also in line with the teaching process and lesson plans. Additionally, a professional course teaching effectiveness evaluation method should concentrate on the three-dimensional views of profession, accomplishment, and practice, as illustrated in Figure 2.

![Teaching effectiveness evaluation system](https://doi.org/10.1051/shsconf/202316601038)

**Fig. 2.** Teaching effectiveness evaluation system.

The course teaching effectiveness evaluation method can operate in the two modes listed below. On the one hand, it emphasizes the improvement of students' professional quality and professional skills through course teaching and achieves the effect of feedback and improvement closed loops during the teaching and learning process so as to enhance the quality of course teaching; on the other hand, teachers can conduct horizontal and
vertical comparative analyses of project completion indexes of the same grade in different years to improve course teaching content, experiment design, and assessment methods.

4 Conclusion

This study, which is grounded in emerging engineering and makes reference to the network security business and other associated emerging industries, focuses on three key issues: teaching content, teaching methodology, and teaching assessment. This study examines the teaching reform of the integration of emerging engineering thinking and network security experiment course, keeping students at the center and guided by the principle of developing greater innovation capacity and frontier problem-solving ability.

Following the pattern of the post-role, competency, typical engineering problems, and hierarchical experimental projects, this paper designs and expands the open training platform with multidisciplinary cooperation and multi-party participation while focusing on the professional curriculum system. It also attempts to improve school-enterprise cooperation so that they can jointly determine the complex engineering problems of network security. This paper aims to enhance students' ability in fundamental theory, engineering practice, and innovative application at the same time so that they can gradually adapt to the constant development and changes of network security technology in the future by continuously improving the teaching content, experiment projects, and teaching methods of the network security experiment course.
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